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The next meeting of the Melbourne Branch will be
held at the offices of the Australian Insurance Employee?'

Union at 105 Queen Street, Melbourne, 3000, on Tuesday

^

15 February at 7,45 p.m.

\

The speaker will be Mr, Stan Uillis uho uili p*eaer>-«>
a talk entitled 'The Metal Unions of Australia',
Annual General Meeting

The meeting on 15 February is also the Annual
General Meeting and election of office bearers for 1977,

The-positions to be filled are President, Uico-President,
Secrotary, Treasurer and Executiue members. Although
the Executive is generally composed of seven people,
there is no reason uhy the Annual General Meeting cannot

decide to increase its size, provided that it retains an
uneven number of people so that the chair can still
exercise a casting vote.

Manning Clark to Give the 1977 Labour Day Oration

In keeping uith our policy of reminding people of
the historical origins of Labour Day the Executive has

arranged for Professor Manning Clark to give an oration
at the grave of Dames Gallouay, an eight hour day
pioneer, in the Melbourne General Cemetery at 2,30 p,m,
on Monday 14 March, After the oration the party uill
retire to a nearby venue where Professor Clark uill

propose a toast to the

pioneers of the Labour Movemont,
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Anyone uho has an interest in the origins of Labour Day
is inv/ited to attend the ceremony and reception.
Those people uho wish to attend should enter the
cemetery through the flaln Entrance in College Cresent
and follou the signs to the grave of Dames Gallouay.
Older people may care to bring a folding chair for use
when listening to the oration. Refreshments will be
sarved at a nearby venue after the oration.
niA: NEDIA INFORnATION

AUSTRALIA

Professor Henry Mayer is the editor of a neu
Journal entitled Media Information Australia which is
published by the Media Information ResearchExchange

(mire), an organisation receiving material from the
research departments of the ABC; the Australia Council

(Film, Radio and T.V/. Boards); Australian Film Commission;
Department of Government, Sydney University; the Film
Censorship Board; the Film and Television School; and

the Postal and Telecommunication Department, (Broad
casting Division).
\
The objective of this journal is to provide, in
its quarterly editions, information, neus, surveys and
papers on all aspects of 'media, information gathering.
Journalism and general communication in Australia.
The MIA has a section devoted to union, employer

and alternative media. Professor Mayer has asked if
any Recorder readers could assist him to enlarge the
union section by providing him uith information on union
papers, publications, etc. He can be contacted at 18

Sofala Avenue, Lane Cove, 2066, phone (02) 42-2055.
$500 for Recorder

At the last Executive Meeting of the Melbourne
Branch the treasurer reported that a cheque for $500 had
been received, via Canberra, from the Executors of Bert
Payne's uill. In his uill Bert had stipulated that such
a sum be given to the Melbourne Branch for the specific
purpose of helping to keep Recorder in print. The
thoughtfulness and interest in Labour history which this
fine gesture signifies were the hallmark of our late
President, whose unstinted devotion to the Labour movement
was widely and Justly recognised.
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It is anticipated that the Executive will receive advice
on the most proper uso of this generous bequest at the
Annual General fleeting on 15 February,

1
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BOOK NOTES

Kerr and the ConsGquonces ; the Sydney Toun Hall
fleeting. 20 Septombor 1976, edited by flyfanuy Gollan and

published by Uidescope at tl.50 is a small paperback giving
the edited transcripts of speeches given at that meeting.
The object of the meeting and the Citizens for Democracy
uho organised it is 'to promote discussion on the need
for a neu and democratic Australian Constitution',

The

speakers included Patricia 0'Shane, Manning Clark, Oohn

Gaden, Donald Home, Ooan Evatt, Alex Hoodi Oim flcClelland,

|

Bob Carr, Sarah Sheshan, Bruce Petty, Oack flunday. Franca
Arena and Patrick Uhite,

This small book is good value

at Si,50 as a transcript of an important occasion; some
thing which is all too often ephemeral.
Old Fitz's Unparliamentary Handbook, edited by

Alan FXtzgerald and published by Clarevillo Press at
$3 is 'a compendium of uit, ridicule, humour and abuse
culled from the proceedings of the Australian.Parliament',

As Fitzgerald suggests in his introduction, the seventy -

tuo pages of text portray Federal Parliament in its theatrical aspects; particularly in its moments of comic farce.
Manning Clark's A Discovery of Australia. Sydney,

ABC, 1976; being the 1976 Boyer Lectures, are a uorthuhile
purchase at $1.75, In those five lectures Clark discusses
v

what a discovery of Australia has meant to him as an

.

historian and citizen.

It uas in this latter role that

he made his oft-quoted comment about the 1975 election
result; 'Ue uere still a nation of petty-bourgeois

property owners, who thought it was prudent to prefer men
with the values and skills of receivers in bankruptcy
and believers in efficient government to visionaries
and reformers to govern our country.' These lectures
are a fine example of Sir Keith Hancock's advice that,

ultimately, on the great issues of the day historians
should finally take sides, Uhether Hancock thinks Clark
is 'taking sides' or merely being 'partisan' would make
an interesting debate between them.

1
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Sir Keith Hancock's Professing History. Sydney,

Sydney University Press, 1976, $7.50, comprises reflections
upon his ouin career and the craft of history in Australia
from the Olympian heights of the Institute of Advanced
Studies at the Australian National University. The
tuo sections of the book concerning his involvement in

the efforts to stop the construction of a communication
touer on Black Mountain in Canberra and his approach

to research and uriting about the Monaro region make

absorbing reading. Although S7.50 is a considerable
price to pay for the 170 pages of text, this is a work
that will be of interest to those interested in learning

something of hou a truly eminent historian views his craft.,
David Walker's, Dream and Disillusion t A Search
for Australian Cultural Identity, Canberra, Australian

National University Press, 1976, pp. 279, $11.95, is a book
which should be of interest to many Melbourne readers of
Recorder. It examines the careers of Louis Esson, Uance
PalmeTT"Frank Uilmot and Frederick Sinclaire 'and their

friends, all of whom wanted to establish a national culture
in Australia'. It traces their initial optimistic flreams

of a truly national cultural identity, free of the
chauvinisims of the nationalist period in the 1890s,

through to their eventual disillusion which grew and
deepened in the post-war years and into the 1930s. The
book contains chapters on each one of them which gives a

brief biographical and literary portrait of the man and
his millieu. There are also chapters on the effect of war

upon the emerging national culture in which Walker suggests
that the war virtually ended any real hopes for an

indigenous cultural flowering, the Pioneer Players and
the decline of national consciousness in the inter-war

years. There is also a chapter on Vance Palmer|s writing

which hints at the psychological roots of his vision of a
robust, masculine culture but, strangely, does not

pursue the question to any great extent. Nevertheless,

it is a particularly interesting book which deserves to
be read onr: discussed widely. It is also interesting to
compere it with wo!in Docker's Australian Ciilturel Elites.
-

Peter Love.

(Peter Cook, our regular book notes contributor is ill.)
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U. 3. CARROLL AND THE CENSOR - 1918

During Uorld Uar 1 Bill Carroll, appearing under
various pseudonyms such as Ame Perdue, Ve Suvius, and
Latinus, urote many satirical and someuhat polemical
articles for the radical press. The pseudonyms were not
merely for effect but were thought necessary during

these emotional years to escape the sometimes draconian
penalties which the courts might visit upon writers who
questioned the wisdom or management of the war. Under
his satirical pseudonym Ame Perdue he launched 'his most
scathing attacks on the Bumbles and Pecksniffs of Society,
and the mad Mullahs of militarism'. As Ame Perdue, he
wrote short books of satirical verse such as The Now

Rubaiyat, The Goitre,and Cui Bono; as well as an ironically
toned attempt at settling the more general philosophical
questions of his day entitled The Humour of the Grinning

Skull, In later years, writing under his own name, he
produced some popular novels with such titles as The
Strange Dilemma of Gordon Holmes and David the Avenger

which were respectively described by his publisher as,
'A thrilling story of romance and adventure, with a

startling denouement,* and 'An absorbing mystery detective
story, replete with novel twists and astounding climaxes'.
His article 'The New Ideal', a fairly representative
example of his Uorld Uar 1 writing, was submitted to the
Socialist in Dune 1918,

On 11 Dune the Censor subjected

the galley proofs to his tender mercies, the result being
an illustrative example of how such attention may produce
something completely different. It was not published.
The underlined passages are those deleted by the
Censor.
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Brothers and Sisters in Civilisation, —
Let us formulate an Ideal;
q r q;-,T
A wonderful, glorious Ideal:
A magnificent Ideal
n
Something to lift our eyes and hands tp:
ecstatic worship;
:
Something to live-and die-for
Let us shape and fashion this grand Ideal,

ym

Hctus
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It is thQ Idoal of Equality:
Not that false Ideal that revolutionary poets have

dreamed of, that selfish spirits have sought to bring , ^
about by Lawlessness:

^

Not that false Ideal which for its consummation

demands the cruel confiscation of the rich man's surplus
wealth and luxuries, that the poor man's health and status
may be raised:
Not that false Ideal which for its realisation

would necessitate the dwindling away of the adipose tissue
I of some of our noblest citizens - of some of the walking
monuments of our Civilisation:

Not that false ideal which, realised, would reduce
the flaccidly noble and erubescent features of these
personages to a comparative attenuity and anaemic pallor:
Not that false Ideal which, materialised, would
reduce these personages' consumption of petrol and give

the poor man the privilege of not only dodging out of the
way when the siren sounds, but of occasionally sounding
the siren and making the fat man hop.
Not that false Ideal which, realised, would break
down the age-long and God-ordained barrier between the

"classy" and the "vulgah" mass, disrupt society, and let
all commingle in one common brotherhood of station and
education:

Not that false Ideal which would bring Lazarus and
Dives to a level approximately half-way between their
respective Biblical states:

This, friends, is not the Ideal of Equality that
I sing about.

No such selfish, cruel, anarchistic, rusty and
God-disclaimed conception inspires my soul and agitates
my pen.

The Ideal I sing of is a far nobler one:
It is the Equality of Sacrificei — an Ideal of
such unselfishness, heroism, sublimity and freshness
before the light of which that other obsolete and crude
.
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interpratation of the uord but shows like a glow worm to •
a 1000 - condlapouer sloetrie arc light.
;
Equality - of Sacrifice!

Never before in history has there been such an
opportunity for the establishment of the permanent and
undying fame and glory of the British race,

,
-

And it is this God-given Uar that makes this
opportunity.

Listen!

.
-.■'•■o- ♦ ?rtoi'^sn

Brothers and Sisters in Civilisation!

^ ^
'

Wiu

Jr-rz+fiO

The realisation of this wondrous Ideal is within
your grasp.

It is simple, unique!
'

Listen!

It has been calculated that before the Uar ends

every second home will show crape on its knockerl
This will be a glorious achievement, truly,

a

But why not EVERY home? ,,,

Can you grasp the idea?

Can you not perceive the

Ideal?

Before this war ends let every British home
bereft of a member.

be

Let the cold finger of Death touch every household.
By every fireside let the Ghoul of a Lost Life whine

incessantly into ears that must take that whining as a
substitute for a once pleasing and cherished Voice,
Let the beauty of every sweetheart's face be

furrowed with miniature rivers made by tireless tears.
Let everyone be tied in sympathy to everyone else.
that they may discuss in general tribulation the heroic
qualities of some son, some brother, some husband, some
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lover, uho uas impaled on a bayonet, shattered to little
bits by lyddite, decapitated by a shell, eaten by rats
in the trenches uhile he slept, or returned a limbless
cripple.
Let them recount to one another their returned

heroes' idiotic vagaries end insane ravings.

knoui their sacrifice.

Let them

Let them feel their sacrifice, that

all virtue rri."rv be theirs.
Let the bond of brotherhood and sisterhood, that

vague dreamers have sung, be thus created between every
body, that all may lament in chorus
Yea, let there be such universal sacrifice for our
nations* good that our Allies and Enemies uill look on
with admiration and exclaim, "Truly this is the greatest
nation? "

Let sorrow link up neighbours and homes and streets
and blocks and cities, making an endless mazy chain of
Democratic sympathy and solidarity;

Yea Democratic, for this shall be the privilege and

honor ?f the working class, for the people of wealth have'
already made "noble sacrifices."

And by this means shall the workers gain with one
effort to that unity and solidarity and common outlook
that have hitherto only reposed in the nebulous dreams
of their unpractical theorists.

See you not this glorious Ideal?
This wonderful Ideal that will make of England a

,

nation the envy of the enlightened world: that she may
point her finger at her people and say:

"England hMth no Shirkers-in men or money-lenders I
"At the blast of Uar how every home gave forth its

human mite, and how every portly and affluent Patriot
hastened to place a flag on his motor car'
"At the blast of Uar how the old fighting instinct

(improperly attributed to the Jungle, but really a highly-

civilised and proverbially British quality) dominated all
other petty considerations, so that all the youth of
out nation rose to enrol under our standard!

.5 J
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*This hath not happanedl before ip §.1J, the history
JOf th# nations of the uorld.

"No other nation could ever boast of such uillinQt
dutiful and sacrificing people,

"Our Empire hath been builded with men's blood
and women's tears, which hath cemented us to one harmonious,
sympathetic, single-souled and Democratic Uhole.

"Yea, in our nation everyone is in agreement with
the other; The working men agree to die and the rich men
agree with that agreement; for we are a great Democracy,
"Yea, see how the rich men weep at the sight of the ,

casualty lists, and the fine-frocked women who fondle

their pet poodles lament the loss of the poor women's
sonal

"Verily 'tis a glorious picture-a wonderful
demonstration of the power of Democracy,"

.

Brothers and Sisters in the Greatest Civilisation
of all times:
f

■

-

f r.

■

•
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Uhat think you of my Ideal?

Is it not worth striving for-worth living foxj^i^Ja
worth sending other people to die for?
.i o

y' fi:.

Is it not?

■ ■
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VICTORIAN LABOR COLLEGE

The Plebs League was founded in October 1908 by a
number of students resident at Ruskin College, Oxford;

its aim being 'to bring about a more satisfactory
connection between Ruskin College and the Labour Clovement'
and also 'to further independent Uorking Class Education!.
The first issue of the monthly journal. The Pleb,

published in February 1909, contained an article which
examined the differences between the University Extension
movement (and its corallary the Uorkers Educational
Association) and a more fundamentally Labour oriented
Education,
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Tha article argued that the basic educational differences
betueen the tuo types could be traced to the differences
betueen social strata.

In October, 1921 the National Council of Labour

Colleges uas founded at Birmingham to weld together the
numerous non-residential, provincial Labour Colleges,
uhich included the Plebs League, the London Labour College
and the Scottish Labour College,

The N*C.L.C, still

promotes a large field of Independent Working Class
Education to this day*

•

The Uictorian Labour College uas established in

3uly 1917 to be an independent body separate from the
prevailing current -of, social thought.

The founders uere

u,P* Earsman (first Co-llege Secretary and later Secretary
of the A.E.U. Melbourne Political Committee); Reverend
Fred Sinclaire of the Free Regigious Fellowship (later a
university tutor in Neu Zealand); Maurice Blackburn»
barrister, MLA, MHR, and radical activist; and the
legendary Guide Baracchi uho passed auay in Sydney on
13 December 1975 at the age of 88, Sinclaire, Blackburn

and Baracchi had all been students at the University of
Melbourne. According to some accounts, Frank Hyett and •
Moses Barity were founders, however, they are not generally
recognised as such and probably assisted in tha early
stages of the College's growth,
Earsman has suggested that an effort was made in

1913 to set up a Labour College, although he was possibly
referring to the U.E.A., but nothing was really achieved
until 1917,

The first meeting of the College Committee took place
at 70 Collins Street, Melbourne on 9 June 1917, It is

thought that the College's first Manifesto was adopted at
that meeting and that the decision was taken to commence

the first class one week later.

The Uictorian Railways

Union (now tha A.RiU.) made its rooms in the Unity Hall
available and although the College had no initial grant of
money it was fully active by July,

The first annual

conference -was held in the College room on 28 Danuary
1918,

During its first six months the founders addressed

union meetings in an effort to gain Support and among the
early affiliates were tha Trades and Labour Councils of

Geolong and Uonthaggi, A move to the Trades Hall was
contamplated in September 1918 although the Melbourne THC

did not join until August 1919 ihen it paid five fees in
advancQ,

}
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The Victorian- initiativQ inspired efforts in other
.states of uhich a feu uere temporarily successful.

Earsman, one of the early executive members of the
Victorian Socialist Party and, l.ater, a founder of the

Communist Party in Victoria, retired as secretary of the
College in January 1920 and in 1921 wrote a pamphlet
''' entitled 'The Proletariat and Education'.

E.G. Hart of the

P.I.E.U who became secretary of the College in 1927 compiled
, ♦Uhat is internationalism' which won the prize offered

.'

by the Queensland Uorkers' School of Social Science.
Nell Rickie, as corresponding secretary, announced
the opening of a book store in the Trade Hall 'to dispose
of the world's best working-class literature, works on

economics, industrial history, social evolution, topical
questions, working-class novels, dramatic works, magazines

-

and periodicals'. Forms were also printed to enrol
intending students.
Mrs. Rickie was also an early member, in 1920, of the

embryo Communist Party, an actress member of the Theatrical
Employees' Union and wife of a Uilliamstown theatre
ri-^ X proprietor.
A

'

y

-■

,

■ ■

; The fifth report was read on 28 January 1922 at a
meeting presided over by Percy Laidlor, and stated that
23 unions and the Trades Hall Council werb affiliated and

.' that a new class in Industrial History was being formed.
At that stage the officers uere President - J. Hannan;

Secretary - A. E. Davies; Trustees -

flay Francis and

N. David. It was decided to persuade unions to sever their
vi affiliotion with the Workers' Educational Association.
> Three months after this decision was taken the flelbourne

Trades Hall Council did so and sought to have unions do
likewise.

It was also decided to add a literature class

to those already offered by the College.
In July 1922 A. T. Brodney commenced an association
with the Labour College which was to last many years.

A leaflet issued on the 7th anniversary announced
two new features of the College uhich uere the extension
of activities into a corrospondence course in Economics
and the establishment of a bookstall. It was a metter of

some satisfaction that this development had occurred in an
organisation solely maintained by the contributions of
affiliates and managed by a Board of Management comprised
of representatives of participating unions.

I
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The illustration on the front page of the leaflet

graphically depicts the Pillars of Labourj as three vertical
columns inscribed; The Union: The Party; pnd The College.
In 1922 the tutors at the College u'ere:
an"

( ■;

■

Economics

:t

n.

cifii Ir
bol

.

-

■ ■

A. T. Brodney;

Social Evolution - U. Mohr;: and ^
Australian Industrial History - Lloyd Ross B.A.

The leaflet also recommends" to its readers an

Australian history text book, and tuo pamphlets entitled
•A Uniform Basic Wage' and 'Motherhood and Child Endounment'.
It is not known who wrote these but they were listed above
the names of P. Laidler - President and Nellie Rickie Secretary.

Later the same year a circular letter dated 1 August
1924 announced a change of seCrotaryshipi Eric T Asche nephew of Oscar Asche, actor - replaced Mrs. Rickie who
appears to have moved to Newcastle.

. i

Various leaflets issued by the College give some
indication of the kind of special lectures which were^^

occasionally presented.

One, dated, 1 Ouly 1924,

announced an address by 3. T. Sutcliffe (of the-XxMBmonuealth
Statistician's Department) on 'The Distribution of Wealth'.
Another announced a talk by Sir Robert Garran; SolicitorGeneral for the Commonwealth of Australia entitled ■

'The Development of the Australian Constitution' which
was to be given in the Council Chamber of the Trades Hall
on 12 August 1924. The following month Asche announced
an address by C. H. Uickens, Commonwealth Statistician, on
the subject of 'Immigration and Pojp^latiqn' which was to
be held in the same place on 30 Sdptembep 1924. Apparently
the arrangement fell through and Asche, himself spoke on
'Australian Population - Its Nature and Growth.
To be continued.
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